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Abstract 
Throughout the 400 pages of the first instal lment of 
Samuel Richardson ' s  Clarissa , the heroine vies with at 
least three important people for the right to govern 
herse l f . Her brothe r ,  James Harlowe , Jr . ,  is l e ader of the 
large extended family unit and is a iming at family 
aggrandisement by forcing Clarissa to marry a weal thy but 
odious man ,  Roger Solmes . Clarissa ' s  mother , Mrs . Harl owe , 
aims at family peace,  hoping to coax Clarissa into the same 
sort of obedience to patriarchal authority that she has 
adopted as her 1 ifestyl e .  Robert Lovel ac e ,  a debonair 
young rake , aims at gain ing total control o f  Clarissa,  
either to seduce her or marry her as he wishe s .  
Clarissa proves t o  be a formidable opponent for Mrs.  
Harlowe , a loving but weak wife and mother. The male 
members of the family even tual ly force Mrs . Harlowe to turn 
Clarissa ' s  discipl ine over to 
and sometimes sadistic young 
her son , an often inhumane 
socia l  c l imbe r .  Even with 
James Jr . ,  Clari ssa ' s  strong will and desire to rule her 
own soul enable her to endure what becomes a cruel 
imprisonment . With the crafty Lovelace, 
is temporarily outwitted at the end 
however , Clarissa 
of the f irst 
ins tal lment and tricked into running away with him to 
London . 
This thesis maintains that Clarissa ' s  eventual triumph 
Abstract--continued 
over her fami l y ,  Lovelace , and the society of her day i s  
brought on by the strength of w i l l  she develops in doing 
battle with the power mongers who daily seek to control her 
l i fe in the months that she l i ves at Harlowe Place . Whe n ,  
in the second instal lment, she gains the proper knowledge 
of herself and the complex Lovelace , then she is equipped 
to employ her superior strength of w i l l  to tri umph over a l l  
the forces that have sought t o  rule her . She f inds that 
her own w i l l  i s  the master instrument in controlling her 
dest iny.  
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The question of "Who ' s  in control ? "  is asked by almost 
every charac ter , ma jor or minor , in Ri chardson ' s  f i rst 
instal lment of Clarissa . Clarissa ' s  uncles , aunt, brother , 
sister , father , mother ,  friend and friend ' s  mother all  try 
at one t ime or another to exercise control over the heroine 
or at least over some c i rcumstance arising from Clarissa ' s  
predicament . Operating from a strategy very s imilar to 
that o f  Clari ssa ' s  fami l y ,  the charming rake Lovelace also 
seeks to dominate the will of the beautiful young lady . 
Through a maze of several hundred pag e s ,  the power struggle 
evolves into a more intense batt le of w i ts among the three 
strongest character s ,  James Harlowe , Jr . ,  Robert Lovelace 
and Clarissa . The issue between the two men i s  a question 
of mastery, with Clari ssa as the figurat i ve property over 
which James and Lovelace v ie. 
This thes is w i l l  chart the power struggles that are a 
constant source o f  plot and theme throughout the 1500-page 
wor k .  The discuss ion will  be l imited to the first 
ninety- f i ve letters , 
Richardson ' s  first 
which make up volumes one and two of 
edition . Since " C larissa is actually 
three novels in one , each with a d i f ferent focus"  
( Ki nkead-Weekes 1 23 ) ,  this restri cted scope w i l l  al low me 
to deal with both the psycho logical and the soc iological 
dimensions o f  the novel which are best presented in the 
f irst instal lmen t .  The focus w i l l  present Clarissa ' s  
tragedy as an exposure of a mater ial istic society in which 
" h uman relat ionships [are ] grounded on money and property" 
(Kinkead-Weekes 1 24 ) .  I w i l l  examine only those power 
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struggles involv i ng Clarissa , her family and the rake 
Lovel ace.  
Fewer than twenty pages into the novel on the day 
that Clari ssa arr i ves home from a v i s i t  to her f r iend Anna , 
the stage is set for the battle of w i l l s  that the reader is to 
witness in deta i l . There are three distinct camps on this 
bat tlefield,  and the combatants i n  each camp have a 
spec i f i c  goal i n  mind.  The s i x  Harlowe fami l y  members,  
urged on by economic aspirati ons and petty jealousy,  are 
aiming at family aggrandisement by forcing Clari ssa ' s  
marriage to the very wealthy Roger Solmes . Robert 
Lovel ace , the debona i r  and complex man-about-town, s t i l l  
somewhat i n  the shadows of the action,  is working 
feverishly toward h i s  goal of complete control of the proud 
Clarissa , e i ther to seduce or marry her as he chooses . 
Eighteen-year-old Clari ssa , dut i f u l  daughter and lover of 
peace and charity , is interested in maintaining her 
personal integ r i t y , wh i ch inc ludes control over her body as 
wel l  as her soul , while following the eighteenth-century 
rules of obedience to the patriarchal fami l y .  A l  thoug h 
Clarissa early sees that the struggle for her personhood 
may cost her the good graces o f  her fami l y ,  she does not 
eas i l y  forfeit e i ther of her g oals . Clari ssa shares her 
fear with Anna after correctly interpreting the pol i t i c s  of 
her f i rst meeting with the fami ly ' s  favor i t e ,  Solmes : 
As we sat , my mamma i n  her admirable manner 
expatiated 
indulgently 
upon 
bl amed 
brotherly and 
my brother 
sis terly 
and sister 
love,  
upon 
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having taken up d i spleasure too l ightly against 
me , and pol i tically,  i f  I may so say , answered for 
my obedience to my papa ' s  w i l l  Then it would be 
all wel l ,  my papa was pleased to say . Then they 
should dote on me , was my brother 1 s expression . 
Love me as well as eve r ,  was my s i ster ' s .  And my 
uncles ' ,  That I should then be the pride of their 
hearts But , alas 1 what a forf ei tu re of al 1 
these must I make ! (61; 7*).1 
The strength of w i l l  that Clarissa develops in the 
three months of battle under her parents ' roof brings about 
an amazing change in a once-pampered Clar issa . With a l l  
h e r  relationships reduced t o  the question of "Who w i l l  con­
trol Clari ssa? " she is forced in the next section of the 
novel into a greater knowledge of herself and her 
priori t i es . With her most important ea rthly relationships 
dead , the Clarissa at the end of the saga chooses moral and 
rel ig ious realms in wh ich to find fel lowsh ip,  finally dying 
to the world that has sought to corrupt her . 
With i n  these pages , I will examine Clari ssa ' s  strugg l e  
for control with two family members - - her brother and her 
mother and with her once possible love interest , 
Love lace . I will discuss Clarissa versus her brother James 
s i nce he early emerges as the dominant member of the family 
power structur e ,  taking the rightful place of the father 
and even eel ipsing the bachelor uncles ' inf 1 uence too . I 
w i l l  discuss Clarissa versus her mo ther , doing so because 
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of the opportunity to contrast each woman ' s  response to the 
social code of her day and because of the extreme pathos of 
the dis integration of their unique relat ionshi p .  Even 
though most of the Clari ssa versus Lovelace battle takes 
place in the middle section of the novel , it is important 
to examine the i n i t i a l  relationship between the couple in 
order to understand why Clarissa opens the door for the 
happenings that take place on the night of Apr i l  1 0 ,  thus 
sett ing the stage for the tragedy of the remaining sections 
of the nove l .  Wh i l e  cons idering Lovelace ' s  schemes to 
master Clarissa ' s  w i l l ,  I must picture h i s  manipulation of 
her family and his behind-the-scenes struggle with his 
personal enemy James Harlowe , Jr . 
In concluding this study I w i l l  briefly show how the 
focus of power moves during the course of the novel , 
devoting several paragraphs to picturing Clari ssa at the 
height of her powe r .  I agree with Margaret Anne Doody ' s 
assessment that "by the t ime she goes off with Lovelace she 
has • • •  developed a w i l l  and strength which equal his" (103), 
and I ma intain that the struggles of this f i rst instal lment 
are the key to the genius of the Clari ssa that emerges as 
the undisputed winner in the end . 
I I  
I n  order to understand better the pol i t i cs o f  the 
power plays in the Harlowe family and especially among the 
sibling s ,  it w i l l  be necessary to summar ize briefly the 
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financial history of the extended family unit of which she 
is a member .  Clar issa's reference to " the fami ly faul t "  as 
early as February of her year of trial g i ves the reader a 
clue to the Harlowes ' obsession with money and powe r .  
Clari ssa ' s  fathe r ,  by marrying above h i s  station , has 
annexed to an al ready wealthy bourgeois family a greater 
fortune and Mrs . Harlowe ' s connection with the nob i l i t y .  
I n  order t o  concentrate all  the family estates on the 
younger James and "make such a noble fortun e ,  and g ive him 
such an interest, as might entitle him to hope for a 
peerage" ( 7 7: 1 3 ) ,  James Harlowe , Sr . ' s two brothers,  John 
and Antony, have vowed not to marry . 
Before the novel opens , however ,  the family ' s  
ambitions and James Jr . ' s in particular have taken a 
crucial j o l t .  Clari ssa ' a paternal grandfathe r ,  ignoring 
the s t i l l  popular practice of primogen i ture , leaves h i s  
personal estate t o  his youngest g randdaughter , " a  matchless 
young creature in her duty to me , and admired by all  who 
knew her as a very extraordinary child"  ( 5 3 ;  4* ) .  Even 
though Clarissa g i ves over management of this estate, 
cal led The Dairy-hous e ,  2 to her father ' s  care, accepting 
only a small allowance from him as he sees f i t ,  her action 
does not restore peace to the family ' s  economic or personal 
relationships . Instead , it fosters resentment in both 
James J r .  and Arabe l l a ,  who have been jealous of Clarissa ' s  
obvious role of favorite with her grandfather as well as 
with her bachelor uncles . 
A familiar quip that James chides 
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his sisters with 
explains his general disdain for women and his extreme 
vanity as the family's hope for greatness : " . . . a man who 
has sons brings up chickens for his own table whereas 
daughters are chickens brought up for the tables of other 
men" ( 7 7 ;  13*) . These attitudes , along with his hatred of 
the system of dowrie s ,  make. it surprising to no one that 
James ( and his father and uncles, as wel l )  views marriage 
as an economic activity and, more particularly,  that 
Clarissa ' s  future marriage is seen to be a political 
happening to be carried o f f  for the maximum advantage of 
the family unit as a who l e .  
It is into this strong patriarcha l ,  almost feudal 
family that Robert Lovelace is introduced by one of the 
bachelor uncl e s ,  Antony . As the only male heir to a Lord, 
Lovelace in his courtship of Clarissa threatens James in 
his attempt to gain a peerag e .  Ian Watt points out the 
brother ' s  fear : "James is af raid that his uncles may 
encourage the match by diverting some of their fortunes 
from him to Clarissa • • •  his sister outstrip[ping] him in the 
race for a coronet 11 ( 221 ) . Roger Sol mes , on the other 
hand , is a much more acceptable suitor in James ' s eye s ,  
since h e  is quite rich but from a lower social class . 
Because of the al liance he wil l gain by marrying into the 
Harlowe famil y ,  Solmes will not expect any dowry from 
Clarissa other than her grandfather ' s  estate , which James 
has lost in any cas e .  
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Now begins to surface the resentment that has festered 
in the heart of Clar issa ' s  brother since the grandfather ' s  
will  cut off one branch of his expectations of supremacy . 
He resents Clarissa for her way of inspiring admi ration , 
for her ability to move her relat ives with her pretty 
speeches , and for her charity to the Harlowe tenets . He 
hates Lovelace because of a long-standing grudge dating 
back to school day s ,  for his enviable posit ion as heir to 
Lord M . , and for the power Lovelace has to destroy h i s  
dream. What t r iumph h e  would enjoy i f  h e  could avenge 
himself on both Clari ssa and Lovelace 
time,  at that ! 
and at the same 
The necessity of marrying Clarissa off in a hurry 
becomes apparent to James Jr . within only a few weeks of 
his return from h i s  estate i n  Scotland . After proposing 
several suitors that he knows Clarissa will refus e ,  James 
brings the phys ically repu lsive Solmes into the fami l y  
setting . Clari ssa ' s  father informs her that she has been 
indulged already too much i n  being allowed to refuse 
several gentlemen and " i t  is now h i s  turn to be obeyed" 
( 60 :  7 ) .  As the younger James well knows , Clarissa's 
phi losophy of strong f i l i al duty together with the weight 
of the system of arranged marriage lends support to h i s  
grab for powe r .  
This system that worked so smoothly into James ' s  plan 
and so relentlessly against Clarissa ' s  indiv idual ism had 
been a point of publ i c  argument dur i ng the late seventeenth 
and eighteenth centur ies . Lawrence Stone , 
Sex and Marri age in England 1 500 - 1800,  
basic options a daughter or a son had 
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in The Family, 
highlights four 
in choosing a 
marriage partne r .  I n  the f i rs t ,  the choice i s  made 
" entirely by parents , k i n ,  and f amily . . .  without the advice 
or consent of the bride or g room" ( 1 8 1 ) .  In the second 
option,  the choice is made as be fore,  "but the chi ldren are 
granted a right o f  veto • • •  a right which can only be 
exercised once or twice , and tends to be more read i l y  
conceded t o  the groom than t o  the bride" ( 181-2).  The third 
option i s  that the choice i s  made " by the chi ldren 
themselves on the understanding that it w i l l  be made from a 
family of more or less equal f i nancial and status pos i t ion 
with the parents retaining the right of veto" ( 182). The 
fourth opt i on ,  popular in the twentieth century, allows the 
chi ldren to make their own choice and "merely inform their 
parents of what they have decided" ( 1 82 ) .  
By 1660,  Stone says , " the s h i f t  from the first to the 
second option in the distribution of power over 
dec ision-making had al ready taken place in al l but the 
highest ranks of the aristocracy" ( 1 83). Furthermor e ,  
between 1660 and 1800 , " there took place the far more 
radical shift from the second to the third opt ion,  with the 
chi ldren making their own choices , and the parents being 
left with no more than the right of veto" ( 1 83). Into this 
time frame. falls the story of Richardson ' s  Clarissa. The 
Harlowe fami ly , however , though not of the aristocracy, 
does not seem to be up w i th the t imes .  Terry Eag leton 
apt l y  describes the family ' s  tardines s :  
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" I f  the general 
eighteenth-century trend was towards the rights of women in 
choosing their husbands , Clarissa would suggest that older 
patriarchal attitudes were still lethally active" (16). 
And now the stage is set for Clarissa ' s  struggle for 
her own soul , the battle charted most clearly on the 
surface of the happenings of the first 400 pages of the 
novel . Clarissa ' s  brother James emerges quite early as the 
standard bearer for the family. Lumped together with a l l  
the other heartless Harlowes o r  presented only a s  a foil 
for Love lace , Clarissa ' s  brother comes through in the first 
installment as a coldly predictable characte r ,  hired to be 
the leader of a cruel , g loomy , greedy band of bourgeois 
social climbers . Mark Kinkead-Weekes establishes James ' s  
relationships with the other power figures in the family : 
He is largely independent through his acquired 
estate s :  deferred to by an a l l -powerful father 
who is savagely jealous of prerogative as far as 
his wife and daughters are concerned : 
uncontrolled by a crushed and passive mother ; and 
both pampered and feared by his other 
relations • . •  he comes to regard his uncles as 
merely his steward s ,  and is capable of treating 
even his father with condescension ( 1 28). 
Having forced Lovelace into a duel which results in a 
s l ight wound for Jame s ,  the self-seeking young Harlowe now 
has some emotional leverage with the entire clan that wil l 
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speed him on in his scheme "to reduce human relationships 
to terms of money and power" ( Kinkead-Weekes 1 2 6 )  • The 
Harlowes abandon Lovelace as a suitor for Clarissa because 
of his reputedly ques tionable moral s ,  because of his 
ext ravagance w i th his money , and most importantly because 
of the embarrassment brought on them by his defeat of James 
J r .  Solme s ,  w i th a fortune that rightly belongs to his 
re la t i  ves , will  get Clarissa out of James ' s way, while 
enhancing the fami ly ' s  long-term f i nancial out look. 
Ri chardson ' s  biographers , Eaves and Kimpel , spend only one 
t e l l i ng sentence on Clarissa ' s  brother: "James i s  
carefully motivated , though he remains a stage villain"  
( 2 50 ) .  In al l of his deal ings w�th Clarissa and her 
suitors , he is rigidly true to his motivations , never 
momentarily lapsing into humane conduct as some of the other 
Harlowes do.  
Only f i ve days after Solmes has been int roduced into 
the Harlowe household,  James intens i f i es his struggle w i th 
Clarissa for the right to run her l i f e .  When all the 
weaker members of the family -- his mother , his aunt Hervey 
and Mrs . Norton cannot seem to move Clarissa ' s  stand 
against the " h ideous" Solmes, it is her brother who comes 
to inform her that her correspondence with anyone outside 
of the house is prohibited for a month. James makes Anna 
Howe his main targ e t ,  believing that she incites Clarissa 
to rebel against the f am i l y .  This edict i s  based on a 
m i s j udgement of Clarissa ' s  strength of w i l l ,  for it 
supposes that she needs urg i ng from an outside force to 
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refuse t o  be d i ctated to o n  the important issue o f  
marriag e .  I t  brings o n  Clarissa ' s  f i rst act of defiance, 
her secret correspondence carried on with Hannah ' s  aid . 
Even before the painful week that ends her communion 
with her mother , Clari ssa confides to Anna an of f-hand fact 
concerning her brother ' s  and s i ster ' s  motives : 
I am afraid that my brother ' s  and si ster ' s  design 
is to ruin me with them [ father and uncles ] at 
any rat e .  Were i t  otherwise,  would they not on 
my return from you have rather sought to court 
than f r ighten me into measures their hearts are 
so much bent to carry? ( 81 :  1 3 ) .  
Though she says the word s ,  the reader must doubt that she 
actually understands their true impor t .  Surely she does 
not yet see that the power James seeks , assisted by Bel l a ,  
i s  the power to demolish h e r  reputation and inf luence with 
any male relative who has the abi l i ty to show her favo r ,  
especially f i nancial favo r .  This i s  why she futilely goes 
through a series of o f fers and compromises over the next 
several weeks , hoping to hit upon a solut ion that wi l l  
satisfy the fami l y ' s  greed wi thout making her Mrs .  Solmes . 
The starkest truth that Clarissa comprehends only too late 
is th i s :  More than they want the Solmes financial 
al leg iance to pad their f amily purse , 
between Clarissa and the rest of the 
their jealousy of Clarissa ' s  special 
they want conf l i c t  
fami ly t o  appease 
status with her 
grandfathe r ,  with her uncles and with her cous in Morden. 
They want the ideal Clarissa to speak out and enrage the 
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authoritarians in the camp . Her sharp words to Solmes 
serve James ' s  plan better than acquiescence :  
I am used, o n  your account, as I never before was 
used, and never before was thought to deserve to 
be used ; and this was the hard, the impossible 
condition of their returning favour, that I must 
prefer a man to all  other s ,  that of a l l  others I 
cannot prefer ( 1 59 ;  3 3 . 1* ) . 
James ' s  methods for breaking his sister ' s  spirit 
become clearer to the reader through his short, vindictive 
letter s .  He successfully prevents Clarissa from meeting 
the family to plead her cause, yet manages to keep the 
atmosphere overcharged with the on-going c l ash of wil l s . 
Every letter takes some new jab at her carefully kept 
self-image and even goes further to attack her sex as wel l .  
Denying her request to g o  to church, he attacks her 
interest in appearances : 
plainly, to mortify you 
"The in-ten-tion, is, I tell you 
into a sense of your dut y .  The 
neighbours you are so solicitous to appear wel l with, 
al ready know, that you defy that" ( 1 1 9 ;  2 2 .  2 ) .  Making 
light of her learning and her ability to express herself in 
writing, he attempts to intimidate her : 
I know not what wit in a woman is good for, but 
to make her over-value herself, and despise 
everybody else. Yours, Miss Pert, has set you 
above your duty and above being taught or 
prescribed to either by parents or anybody else -
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But g o  on , miss , your mor t i f ication will  be the 
greate r ;  that ' s  a l l ,  ch ild ( 13 8 ;  2 9 . 2*) . 
James ' s  condescens i on , so evident in his dealings with 
Clariss a ,  is pa rtially owing to h i s  usurpation of the role 
of the father in the fam i l y .  
The more persecution James contri ves , howeve r ,  the 
more Clar issa is dr iven to obstinacy, and the more James ' s  
over al 1 purposes are serve d .  This i s  the strategy that 
Clarissa cannot grasp . Late in March James tries a scheme 
to get at this blind side of Clarissa ' s .  Summoning Goody 
Norton , he acquaints her w i th Clarissa ' s  supposed 
preference for Lovelace and with the family ' s  continued 
demands . M r .  Harlowe ang r i l y  instructs her : 
We w i l l  not appear l ike fools in this ma tter,  and 
as i f  we had no author ity over our own daughter . 
We will  not , in short , be bul l ied out of our 
ch ild by a cursed rake , who had l ike to have 
k i l l ed our only son • • •  for comply she shal l ,  if I 
l i v e ;  independent as she thinks my father ' s  
indi screet bounty hath made her of me , her 
father • • •  An unjust bequest! and it is l ikely 
to prosper accordingly ! -- But if she marry that 
vile Lovelace , I will  l i t igate every s h i l l ing 
with her : tell her so ; and that the w i l l  may be 
set aside , and shall ( 1 7 7 ;  39* ) .  
Returning with a negative respons e ,  Mrs . Norton i s  cut off 
in mid-sentence : 11 Miss w i l l  sooner d i e ,  than have 11 
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( 180 ; 39* ) .  James Jr . takes the liberty of finishing her 
senten c e ,  inflaming the assembled family and most probably 
savoring his father ' s  hint at stripping Clarissa of her 
inheritance : 
Anybody but Lovelac e !  -- This, madam, this , sir , 
is your meek daughter l This is Mrs .  Norton ' s  
sweet child! wel l ,  Goody, you may return to your 
own habitation . I am empowered to forbid you to 
have any correspondence with this perverse girl , 
for a month to come, as you value the favour of 
our whole family ( 180 : 39* ) .  
Morris Golden ' s  succinct statement of James ' s  role is 
certainly illustrated by this outburst : "James Harlowe is 
immediately characterized by his arrogance toward a l l  
around him, and a good part of the first movement of the 
work involves his struggle for mastery with Lovelac e ,  
Clarissa serving as the battleground" ( 1 4 ) .  With Mrs .  
Norton sent the way of Hannah , Jame s ,  the blossoming power 
monger , executes his best play yet . 
When Clarissa ' s  mother sends word that the wedding 
date has been set for " this day fortnig h t "  ( 1 8 9 ;  41 . 1 ) , 
Clarissa o f fers to give up Lovelace completel y ,  sign over 
to any of the male members of her family a l l  she is 
entitled to by her grandfather ' s  wil l ,  and go privately to 
Scotland to be her brother ' s  housekeeper or to Florence to 
live with her cousin Morde n .  Arabella teases her into 
putting these of fers on pape r ,  and her brother answers 
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predictably that she w i l l  never be allowed to 
"grandfather-up your cousin Morden" ( 1 9 8 ;  4 2 . 1*). More 
than anyth ing , James s t i l l  fears Clarissa ' s  power , the 
power that caused her grandfather to go against tradition ,  
her uncles to consider splitt ing the family fortune , and 
her far-off cousin Morden to back up her stand for freedom. 
James adds a c h i l l ing threat in h i s  letter of refusal , a 
d i rect challenge to Clarissa ' s  predi l ection for family 
unity : "One word for all  I f ,  for the honour of the 
fam i l y ,  I cannot carry this poi n t ,  I wi l l  return to 
Scotland , and never see the face of any one of i t  more" 
( 198 ; 4 2 . 1 * ) .  How well he thinks he knows Clari ssa ! 
By imprisoning Clarissa,  her fam i l y  i s  trying to 
con f i ne her will into smaller and smaller space . She is 
confined to her room, forbidden to correspond with Anna or 
Mrs . Norton , stripped of her faithful Hannah and her keys 
to her desk and closets , and f r ightened out of setting foot 
downs tairs where James has led her to be l i eve her parents 
are in hiding from her.  Now appears another stroke of 
genius devised by the arrogant James Jr. to reduce Clarissa 
to total disgrace. " You shall go to your uncle Antony ' s "  
( 21 8 ;  5 0 . 1 ) ,  he wri tes . Reasoning that this will break off 
her covert correspondence and enable her to receive the 
visits of Solmes , he closes w i th the threat that Antony may 
"at proper time s ,  draw up the bridge" ( 2 1 8 ;  5 0 . 1 ) .  Taking 
the bait that the clever James has laid for her , Clari ssa 
cries out to Anna : " A  chape l !  - - a moated house! Deprived 
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of the opportunity of corresponding with youl -- or of any 
pos s i b i l i t y  of escape" ( 219; 5 0 ) . This moment o f  despair 
may very wel l  be Clari ssa ' s  po int of no return in the 
battle with her brother and her fam i l y .  
James ' s  harshness with Clar issa , h i s  refusal t o  bend 
or to compromise even when 
f i nancial plum that he so much 
make it clear to the reader 
she o f fers to g i ve up the 
covets,  all these dead ends 
that her brother ' s  plan is 
greater than property measured i n  acres and encompasses 
much more than a mar r iage contract . He must have her 
totally in his powe r ,  stripped of any sway with her parents 
or uncles , a broken w i l l  to hang in h i s  trophy case . The 
plan he adheres to involves ruling C l a r i ssa -- in one way or 
anothe r .  
James must win over Clarissa ( and Lovelace i n  the 
barg a i n ) ,  even i f  the Solmes a l l i ance does not work out as 
wel l .  When Clari ssa appeals to her parents i n  a letter 
writ ten to her brother the day after the moated house 
surpr i s e ,  she humbly asks only to be allowed to " persue my 
needleworks in your presence • • .  and to tarry or return when he 
[ Solme s ]  comes , as I can ; and leave the rest to Providence" 
( 22 2 ;  51 . 2 ) .  The ever-observant Betty brings Clarissa word 
that her brother has torn her letter all in pieces . Now 
Clari ssa suspects strongly and shares with Anna her 
pred i cament : " I  should have moved somebody by i t ,  but for 
this  hard-hearted brother ; God forg ive hi m ! "  ( 2 2 2 :  51*) . 
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James best presents h i s  behind-the-scenes role in the 
family power structure in his last long letter to Clarissa 
before she leaves w i th Lovelace . In the long paragraph 
describing Clarissa ' s  power with her aunt Hervey and , in 
absentia,  with her mother ,  he casts himself  as the astute 
question-aske r ,  the ready lawyer for the prosecution : 
You had l ike to have made a sim pleton of your 
aunt Hervey yesterday : she came down from you , 
pleading in your favou r :  but when she was asked , 
what concession she had brought you to? she 
looked about her and knew not what to answe r .  
So , your mamma , when surprised into the beginning 
of your cunning address to her and to your papa 
under my name . • •  and would then make me read i t  
through , wrung her hands , Oh ! her dear chi l d ,  her 
dear chi l d ,  must not be so compel led! -- But when 
she was asked , whether she would be w i l l ing to 
have for her son-in-law, the man who bids 
defiance to her whole fam i l y :  and who had l i ke to 
have murdered her son? And what concessions she 
had gained from her beloved to occasion this 
tenderness? And that for one who had apparentl y  
deceived her in assuring her that her heart was 
free? then could she look about her , as her 
sister had done before : Then was she again 
brought to herse l f ,  and to a resolution to assert 
her authority . • •  over the rebel who of late has so 
ungratefully strugg led to throw it o f f  ( 2 2 3 :  
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5 2 . l* ) . 
James ' s  quest ion is never one o f  how they can compromise to 
bring about this advantageous marriage; rather , it i s  
always one o f  how they can subdue Clarissa and bring about 
her consent to what has al ready been decided . When he 
warns Clarissa to " surrender your whole w i l l  to the w i l l  of 
the honoured pair to whom you owe your being" ( 22 3 :  5 2 . 1 ) ,  
he is appealing to Clarissa ' s  sensi t i ve concept of duty and 
using h i s  parents as a front for h i s  own wi l l ,  a w i l l  to 
which he is successfully shaping them as wel l . 
When Clarissa proposes f i ve stop-gap alternatives to 
going to her uncl e  Antony ' s  home, James does not even 
acknowledge receipt o f  her proposal with a return letter . 
Turning br iefly to her uncle John, the only male family 
member with a heart left , Clarissa makes what she feels is 
a sure- f i re mol l i f ication the resignation of her 
grandfather ' s  estate to her si ster Arabel l a ,  who can then 
be i n  l ine for Solmes ' s  sui t .  I t  i s  then that James wri tes 
her one last derisive letter with a clear message of the 
fami ly ' s  refusal to compromi se : " Prepare yoursel f .  
Tomorrow you g o  to my uncle Antony ' s. That ' s  al l ,  child"  
( 25 7 ;  6 1 . 1 ) .  
Clarissa ' s  last face-to-face con f l i c t  with her brother 
James occurs unexpectedly on the day of the horrible 
interview with Mr . Sol mes. S i nce this meet i ng has been 
another of Clarissa ' s  offers to buy time, she i s  at f i rst 
left alone with Solmes and then joined by An tony, Sol mes' s 
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origina l  sponsor . Advised that the family would rather see 
her dead than see her have Lovelace , Clar issa decides to 
leave the interview . At the door , she meets her brother 
who has , of course,  been l i stening to everything . 
I n  person, James is no less condescending and 
mean-spi r i ted than he has been in his letters over the past 
several months . Clari ssa , howeve r ,  exhibits clearly the 
strength 
with the 
that she has been gaining through matching wits 
family and with her brother especially . 
Symbolical l y ,  James takes her hand and forces it into 
Solrnes ' s ,  declaring : " Take the rebel daughter ' s  hand ; I 
give i t  you now; she shall con f i rm the g i f t  in a week ' s  
time,  or will  have neither father , mothe r ,  nor unc l e s ,  to 
boast o f "  ( 306 ; 78 ) .  Snatching her hand away, Clari ssa 
asks him the question that has been boi l i ng inside her for 
all the hours of her confinement : "What right have You to 
d i spose of my hand? -- I f  you govern everybody e l s e ,  you 
shall not govern �; especially in a po int so immediately 
relative to myself , and in wh ich you neither have, nor ever 
shall have , anything to do" ( 30 8 ;  7 8 ) . This question of 
family propr iety is one that James cannot easily answe r .  
Clarissa believes that James has usurped the role of her 
father and that this usurpation denies him the right to 
make demands of her . James responds to this firm battle 
cry by tossing her hand from him " w i th a whirl that pained 
my very shoulder" ( 306 ; 78 ) ,  an action which causes even 
Solmes and Antony to blame him.  
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When James fears that Solmes may not have the stomach 
for such a long , drawn out war,  he speaks to Solmes in 
Clari ssa ' s  presence as he would speak about a spiri ted 
horse that is almost broken : 
But I beg of you to persist ! For a l l  our 
family ' s  sake and for her sake too • • •  Let us save 
her , i f  possibl e ,  from ruin ing herse l f .  Look at 
her person ! Think o f  her f ine qua l i t i e s !  -- All 
the world confesses them , and we all  gloried in 
her t i l l  now : she i s  worth saving ! -- and after 
two or three more struggles , she wi l l  b e  
yours • • .  Talk not , therefore , of g iving u p  your 
hope s ,  for a l i t t l e  whining fol ly . She has 
entered upon a parade which she knows not how to 
quit with a female grace . You have only her 
pride and her obstinacy to encounter ( 306 : 78 ) .  
Yet undaunted, Clarissa ' s  reply to the dull Solme s ,  who is 
so easily convinced that this i s  his duty to obl ige the 
fami l y ,  is a statement about personhood : "Can you think I 
am such a slave , such a poor s l ave , as to be brought to 
change my mind by the violent usage I have met wi th? " ( 30 7 :  
78*) . Even though Solmes would fully expect an unqua l i f ied 
yes to such a quest ion , the reader knows from Clarissa ' s  
earlier repud iation of herself as a slave that her answer 
is a resounding no!3 
After a short respite in the garden , Clari ssa goes 
another round with her uncle and Solmes in the parlour , a 
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scene interrupted several times by James, who i s  out of 
control and sunk to the level of bickering . James i s  
eventually called out t o  receive a final booming sentence 
from his absent father: "Let the rebel be this moment 
carried away to my brother ' s  this very moment 11 ( 3 1 2 ;  
7 8 ) . Now i s  Clar issa ' s  lowest moment i n  Harlowe P l ace . 
She tries to open the door between herself and her parents, 
but her brother prevents her . This i s  as cl ose as Clarissa 
has come to both her parents in a very long time. Falling 
on her knees, she begs for an interview,  a scene which 
again brings pain to the two older men in the room. 
Clarissa ' s  memory of the brief moments of her pleading 
at the door conta ins several very negative images of her 
brother ' s  inhumane and now even sadistic behav ior : "My 
brother ' s  marble heart was untouched" ( 3 1 2 ;  78*) , she 
reports to Anna later . Agai n ,  as someone on the other side 
attempts to open the " door of mercy" to her , James "let go 
the key on a sudden and I pressing agai nst it . . •  fell flat 
on my face into the other parlour" ( 312 ; 78 ) .  Humi l iated , 
Clarissa finds that everyone has wi thdrawn except the 
servant Betty, and the occupants of her parlour leave 
quickly to join them . This i s  a power play of the cruel est 
kind a silent rejection , a vacuum of emotional support 
into which Lovelace ' s  sol i c i tous words fall w i th increased 
weigh t .  
Nothing that she has experienced yet can match the 
tortuous ordeal of pleading for the right to her l i f e  whi le 
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sprawling comfortless o n  the floor of a cold , empty room. 
As the minutes inch toward three in the morning , Clarissa 
employs a few minutes alone with Solmes to express the 
desire of her heart , spoken now with a simpl i c i ty produced 
by her fragile san i t y :  " Am I t o  be cruel t o  myse l f ,  to 
show mercy to you? Take my estate , sir , with all  my 
heart , since you are such a favourite i n  this house! 
only leave me mysel f "  ( 3 1 9 ;  78 ) .  Even a t  this late da t e ,  
Clarissa st i l l  mistakenly feels that she can save her soul 
i f  she g i ves away a l l  that she has to g i ve in pounds and 
pence.  
Clarissa ' s  vision o f  the world in which she is now 
imprisoned shows her fami ly members as the darkest of 
v i l l a i ns .  "The last result o f  Harlowe pride , "  says 
Kinkead-Weekes, "denying all  real i ty but powe r ,  is a world 
of torture" ( 142 ) .  Clarissa describes to Anna the 
wrenching lonel iness of the strug g l e :  
I s  i t  not a sad t h i ng , beloved a s  I thought myse l f  
so lately by everyon e ,  that now I have not one 
person in the world to plead for me , to stand by 
me , or who would afford me refug e ,  were I to be 
under the necessity of seeking for it? I who had 
the vanity to think I had as many fr iends as I 
saw faces, and flattered myse l f  too , that it was 
not al together unmerited , because I saw not my 
Maker ' s  Imag e ,  e i ther i n  man , woman, or chil d ,  
high or low, r i ch or poor , whom, comparatively , I 
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loved not as myse l f  • • •  I don ' t  know what to do , 
not I !  
impatient! 
God forgive me, but I am very 
I w i sh -- but I don ' t  know what to 
wish w i thout s i n ! -- Yet I wish i t  would please 
God to take me to h i s  merc y !  - - I can meet w i th 
none here -- What a world i s  th i s !  What i s  there 
in it desi rable? The good we hope for , so 
strangely mi xed , that one knows not what to w i sh 
for ! And one half of mankind tormenting the 
othe r ,  and being tormented themselves i n  
tormenting • • •  my relat i ons cannot be happy, though 
they make me unhappy 1 -- Except my brother and 
si ster , indeed -- they seem to take delight i n ,  
and enjoy,  the mischief they make ! ( 2 24-25 : 52*) . 
With such a hell on earth surrounding her , i t  i s  no wonder 
that Clari ssa comes to see Lovelace ' s  world as an 
attractive alternative to the bloody battleground that her 
brother James has masterminded i n  her own home. 
I I I  
Mrs . Harlowe, a l though not nearly so inf luent ial as 
Clarissa ' s  brother i n  the outcome of her daughter ' s  
immediate fat e ,  i s  perceived by the reader of the 
unabridged version of the novel4 as a major force i n  
Clari ssa ' s  struggle for power over herse l f .  She i s ,  
excepting the household ma ids , the person who most often 
interacts with Clarissa , especially at the beg inning of the 
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siege .  Judged rather harshly by a number o f  modern 
critic s ,  Clarissa ' s  mother is generally described as a 
character who ,  in Margaret Anne Doody ' s  word s ,  "has no real 
wil l o f  her own" ( 103). Because o f  this lack,  John A .  
Dussinger label s  her the potential 11real source o f  the 
family ' s  strife" ( 86 ) .  By her adherence to the law of 
submissiveness , Mrs . Harl owe ul timately fail s her beloved 
Clarissa. 
Clarissa , however much she reveres her mothe r ,  cannot 
be like her . Doody points out that , al though Clarissa is 
tempted at the outset of her trial to be the obedient gir l ,  
" such conventional weakness as her mother ' s  could not be 
Clarissa ' s  response to life . She cannot prostitute 
herself  in the conventional marriag e ,  she cannot enslave 
her wil l to others"  ( 103 ) .  Mrs . Harlowe ' s  unhappy position 
o f  powerlessness in her own marriage discourages Clarissa 
great l y ,  a feeling she expresses to Ann a :  "Would anybody ,  
my dear Miss Howe , wish to marry , when one sees a necessity 
for such a sweet temper as my mamma ' s  either to be ruined 
or deprived of a l l  power ? "  ( 9 2: 16*) . 
Because of their different approaches to life as well 
as to marriage , Clarissa and her mother are bound to 
disagree and even wrang l e  over the Solmes issue . Mrs . 
Harlowe ' s  hear t ,  howeve r ,  almost always leans toward 
Clarissa , whether she agrees with her actions or not. She 
intervenes on several occasion s ,  even in the presence of 
the rest of the famil y ,  to support lovingly Clarissa ' s  
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rights , trying but fail ing to ma intain for herself a small 
portion of the authority over Clarissa . When Solmes shows 
up for breakfast and Clarissa snubs him,  refusing to sit by 
him,  Mr . Harlowe booms out Clarissa ' s  name in an 
excessively d i spleased voice . 
coming to Clari ssa ' s  aid with 
Harlowe kindly addresses her 
c h i ld . . .  sit by me , love , and 
Standing 
a bit of 
daughter : 
make tea" 
her ground 
f inesse, 
"Make 
( 88 :  1 6 ) . 
and 
Mrs . 
tea , 
The 
events immediately following this intervention reveal the 
momentary power of Mrs . Harlowe ' s  love : 
My mamma was a l l  kindness and condescens ion . I 
asked her once i f  she were pleased with the tea? 
She said soft l y ,  and again cal led me dear , she 
was pleased with all I d i d .  I was very proud of 
this encouraging goodnes s ;  and all blew over, as 
I hoped , between my papa and me , for he also 
spoke kindly to me two or three times ( 88 ;  16* ) .  
The relationship and the struggle between Clarissa and 
her mother is best observed in letters s i xteen through 
twenty-on e .  As the fami l y ' s  chosen emissary to the 
banished daughter , Mrs . Harlowe val i antly tries to stand up 
to Clar issa ' s  "powers of moving" i n  her three-day ordeal to 
persuade Clarissa that "obedience is better than sacr i f i c e "  
( 89 : 1 6 ) .  She cries with Clarissa : 11My tears trickled 
down her bosom as hers bedewed my neck" ( 88: 16 * ) .  She 
appeals to her daughter ' s  desire to make her mother ' s  l i fe 
eas i e r :  
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You know, my dea r ,  what I every day forgo and 
underg o ,  for the sake of peace • . •  You have seemed 
to pity me somet imes , that I am obl iged to g i ve 
up every point • • .  you would not add , I am sure , to 
my trouble .  You would not w i l fully break that 
peace which costs your mamma so much to preserve 
( 89: 1 6 ) .  
This role of peacemaker that Mrs . 
call ing i s  painted by Katherine M .  
weakness rather than virtue" ( 258 ) . 
Harlowe sees as her 
Rogers as " a  sign of 
Her compliance w i th 
James and Mr . Harlowe i s  seen by Rogers as " immora l ,  for in 
obeying her husband she fails in her duty to her daughter" 
( 258 ) .  In l ight of the strong societal inf 1 uence on Mrs . 
Harlowe ' s  "moral i ty , "  it is d i f ficult to censure her 
tot a l ly . The reader must , however , agree that her 
obedience to male author ity brings on her sad fai lure . 
With peace s t i l l  her g oa l ,  Mrs . Harlowe tries to 
int imidate Clarissa , threatening her about what is to come : 
" You know this won ' t  do somewhere e l s e .  You know i t  
won ' t .  What reason then,  ungenerous g i r l , can you have for 
arguing with me thu s ,  but because you think from my 
indulgence to you , you may ? "  ( 9 1 :  16* ) .  Her language gets 
sharper as she foresees the price that she w i l l  pay for 
Clari ssa ' s  stal l i ng s :  
Perverse g i r l !  R i s i ng and f l inging from me, 
take more t ime for considerat ion ! -- Since i t  is 
necessary, take more time -- And when I see you 
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nex t ,  let me know what blame I have to cast upon 
myse l f ,  or to bear from your papa , for my 
indulgence to you" ( 93 ;  16* ) .  
All the whi le Clar issa i s  holding her ground against 
her mother ' s  power of persuas ion , she cannot help but 
praise her to Anna : " I t  would be wicked • . •  to suppose my 
mamma capable of art - - But she i s  put upon i t ;  and obl iged 
to take methods her heart is natur a l l y  above stooping t o ;  
and all  in tended for my good" ( 97 ;  1 7 * ) . Although Clarissa 
i s  shrewd in her judgement of the si tuation her mother is 
placed i n ,  she retreats from any negative supposition about 
her kind mother . I n  one of her softer moments , Mrs . 
Harlowe admits that she was orig inally against the Solmes 
suit but points out the fut i l i ty of both of their 
object ions . Clari ssa recalls for Ann a :  
She told m e  that she had early said a l l  that she 
thought could be said against the present 
proposa l ,  on a supposit ion that I ,  who had 
refused several others • • •  should not approve of 
i t ;  and could she have preva i led,  I had never 
heard of i t .  And i f  she could not , how could I 
expect it?  ( 97 ;  1 7 ) . 
Mrs . Harlowe even concedes a d i f f erence of opinion about 
Clari ssa ' s  writ ing to Love l ace : " I  own to you , Clary , 
a l though now I would not have i t  known , that I once thought 
a l i t t l e  qua l i fying among such violent spirits was not 
amiss" ( 8 ;  1 7 * ) • When the peacemaking does not work,  
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howeve r ,  she i s  anxious t o  retreat to the official family 
pol i c y .  Anthony Winner argues persuasively concerning Mrs . 
Harlowe ' s early endorsement o f  the secret correspondence : 
" Her mothe r ,  who has no right to grant such approva l ,  
approves the letter and the secrecy , "  acting " a t  the behest 
of a f e el i ng heart ,  clearly an insuff ic ient guide or force 
in the affairs of the great globe R ichardson would present" 
(56). 
Pleased w i th Clarissa ' s  w i l l ingness to surrender her 
keys and with her openness in sharing her correspondence , 
Mrs. Harlowe leaves Clarissa ' s  room in kind sp irits.  Next 
morni ng , howeve r ,  after having felt the c h i l l i ng influence 
of the rest of the fami l y ,  she calls Clarissa to her in a 
totally d i f ferent frame o f  mind.  Ag ain Clar issa shares the 
pain w i th Ann a :  " My mamma had been weepi ng , I saw b y  her 
eyes: but her aspect seemed to be less tender and less 
affect ionate than the day before : and this struck me w i th 
an awe" ( 1 0 2 :  1 8* ) .  When Clarissa throws herself at her 
mother ' s  feet , Mrs. Harlowe er ies out exasperated : " Leave 
me , Clary Harlowe ! -- No kneel ing ! -- l imbs so supple : w i l l  
so stubborn !  - - R i se ,  I t e l l  you " ( 1 0 3 :  1 8* ) .  This i s  one 
of the few times that Clarissa ' s  mother calls Clarissa to 
account for the somet imes overly-dramatic qual ity of her 
pleading s ,  a fault that Arabel l a  and James are constantly 
throwing up to Clarissa . 
When Clar issa perseveres in her effort to be 
reconciled to her mother , Mrs. Harlowe visibly struggles to 
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get away from her , sensing her own weakness and Clarissa ' s  
growing streng t h .  And then Clarissa wins this day ' s  
struggle of will w i th her beloved mamma , a short-l ived 
victory but a foreshadowing of the Clarissa who does battle 
with Lovelace and the Clar issa who faces death with 
serenity.  Mrs. Harlowe exhibits her d istaste for the long 
battle and for the job that has been assigned to her as she 
brings Clarissa to her feet : 
Oh thou ever-moving child o f  my heart ! ( folding 
her dear arms about my neck , as mine embraced her 
knees ) .  Why was this task ! -- But leave me ! 
You have discomposed me beyond expression ! 
Leave me , my dear ! -- I won ' t  be angry with you 
-- if I can help it -- if you ' l l be good ( 10 3 ;  
18*) . 
After another visit from Solmes that goes badly and 
many more hours of bandying back and forth between the 
tearful mother and the increas ing l y  w i l l f u l  Clari ssa , Mrs.  
Harl owe announces to her daughter her f i rmest stand o f  the 
week. Clarissa remembers:  
Since she saw that I built upon her indulgence , 
and mattered not involving her in contentions 
with my fathe r ,  and h i s  brothers and her other 
childre n ,  she would now assure me that she was as 
much determined against M r .  Lovelace , and for Mr . 
Sol mes and the family-scheme s ,  as anybody ; and 
would not refuse her consent to any measures that 
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should be thought necessary to reduce a stubborn 
child to her duty ( 1 1 5 :  2 1 * ) .  
Mrs . Harlowe sees her own duty as peacemake r ,  placating the 
strong-willed members of the family for what she feels i s  
the good of al l .  When the demands of two opposing sides 
become too contradictory for her coping abi l i t ies , " she i s  
natural ly bound , "  says Doody, "to side ul timately w i t h  the 
apparently stronger cla imant [her son]" ( 102).  Richardson 
paints her female doc i l i t y  as extremely defective. 
It i s  now that the person-to-person interviews between 
Clari ssa and her mamma come to a close. At noon on 
Saturday Shorey comes to take a l l  of Clarissa ' s  keys away 
from her . Twenty-four hours later Clarissa ' s  request o f  
her mother that she be al lowed t o  go t o  church is returned 
with the terse d i rect ion to make her inqui ries to her 
brothe r .  This aloofness expressed by her mother brings 
Clari ssa to the cruel real i zation of her diminished state : 
" I  am to be del ivered up to my brother!" ( 1 1 8 :  22*).  The 
next day " poor Hannah" is d i scharged , and Clarissa ' s  mother 
joins her father in the dark recesses of the downstairs 
world of Harlowe Place.  This strat i f ication of social 
interact ion at Harlowe Place i s  a foreshadowing of the 
ups tairs world that Clari ssa is confined to in the two 
f i na l  sections of the nove l .  The reader comes to see her 
upstairs 
f i nally 
world as 
of her 
relationships . 
symbolic of her moral 
strong ident i f i cation 
superiority and 
with heavenly 
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Only twice more does the reader hear directly from 
Mrs . Harlowe whi l e  Clari ssa is under her roof and then only 
by letter . When Clari ssa wri tes to her mothe r ,  begging 
adv ice on how to respond to a threatening letter from 
Lovelace , Mrs .  Harlowe ' s  varied responses exemplify the 
fact that she is s t i l l  pulled between the opposing w i l l s  of 
her family members. 
for the same trait 
about the servant 
Her natural kindness and apprec iat ion 
in Clari ssa are voiced in her words 
g i r l  Hannah : " I  had no d i s l i ke to 
Hanna h .  I did not tell her so , because Somebody was within 
hearing when she desired to pay her duty to me . . .  but I slid 
two guineas into her hand . Nor was I angry to hear you 
were more bountiful to her"  ( 124 : 2 5 . 2* ) .  She chooses not 
to be in on Clar issa ' s  secret correspondence with Lovelace 
anymore but wavers decidedly in her non-instructions to her 
daughter about writing a final letter : 
I will  not know that you did correspond . . .  But let 
him know it w i l l  be the last you w i l l  write . And 
i f  you do write , I won ' t  see i t :  so seal it up,  
i f  you do,  and g i ve i t  to Shorey and she Yet 
do not think I g i ve you l i cence to write!  ( 12 4 :  
25 . 2 ) .  
Clarissa ' s  mother defends her son ' s  actions toward 
Clari ssa and rei terates the final pecking order of the 
power structure in the famil y :  
Were even your brother in fau l t ,  as that fault 
cannot be conquered,  is a sis ter to carry on a 
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correspondence that shall endanger her brother? 
But your papa has g i ven his sanction to your 
brother ' s  disl ikes, and they are now your papa ' s  
dislikes , and my disl ike s ,  your uncles ' and 
everybody ' s !  
25 . 2 * ) .  
No matter to whom owing ( 1 2 4 :  
After assuring Clarissa that she means to be only an 
unhappy observer of the on-going strugg l e ,  Mrs . Harlowe 
closes her letter with a restatement of how very fearful 
she really is : " I  charge you , let not this letter be 
found . Burn i t .  There is too much of the mother in it , to 
a daughter so unaccountably obstinate" ( 12 5 :  2 5 . 2* ) .  
In her last epistle to her rebell ious offspring , Mrs . 
Harlowe ' s  tone is conc il iatory but firm and has a definite 
note of closur e .  She begins with a description o f  the 
clothes and jewe ls that are waiting for Clar issa at the 
bottom of the sta i r s ,  f i nally applying the pressure gently 
but noticeably by comparing Clari ssa ' s  prospects with her 
own as a young woma n :  "You know full wel l ,  that I ,  who 
first and last brought a s t i l l  larger fortune into the 
family than you will  carry to Mr . Solme s ,  had not a 
provision made [ fo r ]  me of near this that we have made for 
you " ( 188 ; 41. 1 * ) . She repeats the dreaded words that the 
male members of the family have so often bludgeoned 
Clari ssa with:  "You must resolve to have Mr.  Solme s ,  or 
never to be looked upon to be our child" ( 189 : 4 1 . l * ) .  
Mrs . Harlowe ' s  last try with Clari ssa i s  an at tempt to 
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bribe her into keeping the peace.  She knows her daughter 
well enough to understand the impact her parting speech 
wi l l  have on her . The reader senses some seed of g u i l t  
planted beneath the surface of the mother ' s  mostly mild 
words : 
I have . • .  undertaken this one time more for you . 
Discredit not my hope s ,  my dear g i r l . I have 
promised never more to interfere between your 
father and you ,  
appl icat ion succeed 
love • • •  I f  you come , 
i f  t h i s  my most earnest 
not . I expect you down, 
I w i l l  clasp you to my fond 
heart with as much pleasure as ever I pressed you 
to i t  i n  my whole l i f e .  You don ' t  know what I 
have suffered within these few weeks past ; not 
ever w i l l  be able to guess , t i l l  you come to be 
in my s i tuation ; which is that of a fond and 
indulgent mothe r ,  praying night and day , and 
struggl ing to preserve , ag ainst the attempts of 
more ungovernable spir i t s ,  the peace and union of 
her fami ly ( 18 9 :  41. 1* ) .  
Clarissa ' s  heart-rending struggle with her desire to 
be two peopl e ,  the obedient child and the mature woman who 
has seen what a mar r iage conceived in terms of money and 
power can become , is best read in the fantasy she toys with 
in her letter to Anna : 
Oh why , cried I to my sel f ,  am I obliged to 
undergo this severe conflict between a command 
that I cannot obey, 
condescend ingly moving ! 
of being struck dead at 
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and language so 
Could I have been sure 
the al tar before the 
ceremony had given the man I hate a t i tle to my 
vows , I think I could have submitted to have been 
led to i t .  But to think o f  l i ving with and 
1 iv ing for , a man one cannot abide, what a sad 
thing is that ! ( 190 ; 41* ) .  
Reluctant l y ,  then, she chooses not to go down to her 
parent s ,  not to submit to a loveless marriage for the sake 
of harmony , not even to be d i shonest and hold out hope to 
her mother that she wi l l  ever change in her resolve to 
avoid Solmes no matter the cos t .  When she sends word only 
that she wants to see her mother alone for a moment , her 
father replies with h i s  last words before the curse : 
Your mother shall not see you ; nor will I . • •  We 
w i l l  not see you t i l l  a l l  is over • . .  I ' l l hear no 
pleas . Will receive no lette r ,  nor 
expostulat ion . Nor shall you hear 
more t i l l  you have changed your name 
( 1 90-91 ; 41. 2 ) .  
from me any 
to my l i king 
Clarissa ' s  long struggle with her mother is over now. 
She w i l l  not enslave her w i l l  to others , even to regain the 
regard of her beloved mamma . Mrs . Harlowe has persevered 
but to no ava i l . A l l  forms of communication with Clarissa 
have been denied her since her condescension and indulgence 
have , in the eyes of the men, been thrown away on the 
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w i l l ful Clarissa . 
Mrs . Harlowe ' s  abdi cation forces Clari ssa to apply to 
her uncle John and her aunt Hervey for the assistance she 
had hoped to gain from her mother .  Now much stronger i n  
her resolve than her mother ,  Clari ssa stands h e r  ground 
regretfully. Mrs . Harlowe is more and more isolated from 
any pos i t ive force , paralyzed by her own fear -- of her 
son , of her husband , and o f  the overwhelming complexity of 
the scheme to marry off Clarissa . Her act ions now seem 
only anemi c ,  a word of protest here, an urg i ng for a few 
more hours of time there . She is then so consumed with 
fea r ,  says Mark Ki nkead-Weekes , " that she now fl ies in the 
face of her own knowledge of right and wrong , rationa l i s ing 
as the preservation of family unity the sacri fice o f  the 
only admirable Harlowe to the greed and hatred of the 
others" ( 1 39) . 
Although Clarissa has technically won this particular 
power strugg l e ,  it is only one sma l l  ski rmish in compar ison 
with the battles she engages in with her contemptible 
brother and with the too clever Lovelace . In rea l i t y ,  
Clari ssa ' s  outlasting her mother and consequently being 
abandoned by her bring her more defeat than victory. For 
i t  is these sad truths about her c i rcumstances that cause 
Clari ssa to despa i r  of her future at Harlowe Place and to 
look with any favor on Lovelace ' s  offer to protect her from 
her brother and Solmes.  
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IV 
Robert Lovelace is the only character besides Clari ssa 
who genuinely intrigues modern c r i t i c s .  Therefore, much 
more has been written about Lovelace ' s  relationship with 
Clari ssa than about e i ther o f  the other two relat ionships 
considered in this pape r .  A large part o f  what has been 
wri tten over the past twenty years has dealt mainly with 
the sexual implications of the power struggle between the 
pai r .  Sue Warr ick Doederlein points out the obvious i n  
Lovelace ' s  designs o n  Clari ssa : " Sexual i ty i s  an elaborate 
system of power" ( 402 ) .  E l i zabeth Bergen Brophy allows the 
relat ionship between sexual i ty and powe r ,  carrying the 
theme of the novel several steps further in her 
interpretation of the author ' s  intent : "Ri chardson makes 
Clar i ssa ' s  sexual battle s i g n i f icant of a s t i l l  larger 
theme the integ rity of the individua l "  ( 97 ) . T .  C .  
Duncan E aves and Ben D .  Kimpe l ,  Ri chardson ' s  biographers , 
take a simple i f  not so persuasive stand on the matter of 
Clari ssa and sex : "We do not bel ieve that the heavy 
emphasis on sexual imagery so popular with many modern 
c r i t i c s  is of much help in reading Clarissa" ( 258). 
Perhaps the key to the d i l emma of sexual 
interpretations of this novel is to be found in the point 
of view chosen by the reader .  Seeing Clarissa through 
Lovelace ' s  eyes , the reader may agree with Doederlein that 
" ou r  paragon l i terally [ s i c ]  forces Lovelace to rape her" 
( 4 1 0 )  or with Terry Eag leton ' s somewhat tamer view that 
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" Lovelace begins by exploiting Clarissa ' s  passion for 
scribbl ing rather than sexual affection s ,  but the two 
impulses are int imately all ied" ( 4 7 ) .  Seeing Lovelace 
through Clarissa ' s  eyes , the reader may agree with Brophy ' s  
answer to a number of her fellows : 
In Richardson ' s  own t i me many pronounced her 
prudish . Many modern critics echo this judgment 
by ascribing her troubles to a den ial of her own 
sexua l i t y ,  and her death to a Puritan horror of 
having been physically violated. To c i rcumscribe 
Clari ssa ' s  tragedy within such narrow bounds is 
to misread the novel and, 
Lovelace himself ( 96 ) .  
indeed,  to echo 
Since the first instal lment of Clari ssa , on which this 
thesis has l i mited its focus , presents the power strugg le 
as much less sexual than the middle sect ion , I will here 
deal with the much broader battle for power that extends 
far past Clari ssa ' s  physical body . 
pronouncement that " Clarissa ' s  
[ Lovelace ' s ]  great stimulat ive"  
I accept Ian Wat ts ' s 
sexua l 
( 2 2 1 )  
v i r tue i s  h i s  
and Anthony J .  
Hassall ' s  opinion that " [ Clari ssa] chose Lovelace as her 
object and antagonist in the beg inning because he exci ted 
her , because there was a real sexual tension between them" 
( 1 69 ) .  I simply maintain that Lovelace ' s  goal i s  never the 
satisfaction of lust but 
knowledge and even ownersh ip. 5 
the reali zation of powe r ,  
Most critics see Clarissa and Lovelace as fairly 
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evenly matched antagonists when the novel i s  viewed as a 
whol e .  W i l l iam Beatty Warner casts them well a s  "two 
chi ldren at a blackboard , wrestl ing for the possession of a 
single piece of chalk with which to write their own word or 
image" ( 59 ) . Margaret Anne Doody traces the power balance 
between the two. Of Lovelace she says : " He is incessantly 
eager for power ,  wh ich is both h i s  object and his funct ion . 
Any exertion of his authority g i ves him an almost sensual 
pleasure" ( 100 ) .  Under the surface of the del icate 
Clarissa,  Doody discovers a " dynamic power " :  "She 
mani fests a strength of w i l l  and desire wh ich resists a l l  
obstacles and humi l iations , and f i ercely asserting her 
integ r i t y ,  refuses to be a mere victim" ( 101-0 2 ) .  Even 
though Lovelace obviously wins round one of the battle of 
the wills with Clari ssa when he coaxes her away from 
home, the reader must examine their early struggles as the 
foundation on wh ich the more dramatic happenings of the 
rest of the story are bui l t .  I t  may even be said that 
these initial ski rmishes between Clari ssa and Lovelace, 
espec ially in the last garden rendezvou s ,  are the offensive 
that brings about Clari ssa ' s  dominance in the months to 
come . 
The Robert Lovelace seen in the f i rst installment of 
the novel is a picture drawn almost completely in the mind 
of his female adversary . The reader sees only one of his 
letters to Clari ssa and three others to his conf i dant 
Belford. The rest of his correspondence is f i l tered 
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through the heroine ' s  view and i s  thus prejudiced for the 
good or the bad , depending on her present feel ings toward 
him.  Even in his sparse correspondenc e ,  however, his 
desire for power over Clari ssa ' s  person can be seen.  When 
Clari ssa cancels a planned interview with him,  a right she 
feels she has reserved a l l  along since she is owner of 
herself and her time,  Lovelace reacts so dramatically that 
Clarissa sees momentarily beneath the surface. She 
reflec t s :  " Th i s  man has vexed me hear t i l y .  I see his 
gentleness was ar t ;  f i erceness , and a temper l ike what I 
have been too much used to at home, are nature in him" 
( 27 0 :  64* ) .  
I n  this one letter Lovelace employs several of a very 
complex set of manipulative tools on Clarissa . Abandon ing 
the plain style of speaking that he has assumed to guard 
against putting Clari ssa o ff ,  he lapses into the flowery , 
hyperbolic rhetoric that is his usual way of writ ing a love 
letter . He begins w i th florid exclamat ions , aimed at 
causing Clarissa to feel the pangs of gui l t :  
What i s  now to become o f  me l How shall I 
support this d i sappointment • . .  on my kne e ,  
kneeling with the othe r ,  I write ! - - My feet 
benumbed w i th midnight wanderings through the 
heaviest dews that ever fe l l :  my wig and my 
l inen dripping with the hoar frost di ssolving on 
them ! -- Day but j ust breaking sun not r i sen 
to exhale -- May it never rise ag ain l -- unless 
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it bring heal ing and comfort to a benighted sou l !  
I n  proportion to the joy you had inspired . . •  in 
such proportion i s  my angu ish ! ( 2 70 : 64 . 1* ) .  
Aga i n ,  he reproaches her for wavering , taunting her with 
the word promise no fewer than eight t i mes in a half page 
o f  empty and incoherent rheto r i c .  The reader senses that 
Lovelace is playing to an audience when he proclaims : "The 
f i rst promise you ever made me ! L i f e  and death , perhaps , 
depending upon i t  M y  heart desponding from the barbarous 
methods resolved to be taken with you , in malice to me ! "  
( 27 0 :  64 . 1 * ) .  
Between outbursts of complaint in this same letter , 
Lovelace catches himsel f ,  perhaps even hears how h i s  
protests w i l l  sound and surmises that h e  may be overdoing 
his wounded ego scenerio.  Three times he cries out for 
Clari ssa ' s  forg ivenes s ,  excusing his rashness with similar 
words each time : " I  know not what I write . . .  I know I have 
wri tten in too much anguish of mind ! -- Writing thi s ,  in 
the same moment that the just-dawning l i ght has imparted to 
me the heavy disappointment ! "  ( 2 70-71:  64 . 1 ) . This is the 
tone that Clari ssa has been accus tomed to in Lovelace ' s  
correspondenc e ,  a voice less str ident than that of the 
threatening Harlowe men ,  a voice that seems to have her 
best interest at hear t ,  a sel f-assured voice that appears 
to have things under control . I f  Lovelace had reacted in 
January and February the way that he did late in March , 
Clari ssa might never have prolonged the relat ionsh ip.  
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It was Clarissa ' s  orig inal fault , her decis ion to 
continue to correspond with Love lace , that brought on the 
trouble she eventually reaps in the Sinclair house . She 
wrote to him first , as she understood her own heart , to 
prevent mischief between him and her fi ery brothe r .  Mark 
Ki nkead-Weekes sees this mistaken motive as "a wrong and 
dangerous pragmat ism" ( 173) . Her desire to keep the peace 
is good , but the method she uses 
greater entanglement . The evil 
inf luence on her i s  a result of 
produces a greater and 
that emerges from his 
Clari ssa ' s  small but 
meaningful mistake s ,  without which Lovelace would never 
have had his chance . 
The reader sees Lovelace unmasked for the first time 
in his letter to Belford in mid-March.  His astute 
understanding of where he stands with Clar issa is the 
reason he g i ves for not joining his fellow rakes in town : 
" A l l  the ground I have hi therto gained with her is entirely 
owing to her concern for the safety of people whom I have 
reason to hate" ( 1 4 2 ;  31 ) .  This po int has been clear to 
him from the beginning , and he has played the game wel l , 
breathing out threats to Clari ssa ' s  brother James at proper 
intervals ,  showing up for church just to be see n ,  and 
dropping loaded comments to people who w i l l  be sure to get 
them back to Solmes or the Harlowes . All of this elaborate 
network is for the purpose of keeping a hold on Clari ssa . 
Thus , the correspondence she is forced to continue in 
secret puts her under an obl i g a tion to him that is 
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lover-l ike in its e ffects . 
The fami l y ' s persecution avowedly aimed against the 
union of Lovelace and Clarissa,  of course , produces just 
what it is meant to avo i d .  The reader sees that Lovelace 
is very much aware that Clar issa ' s  relati ves are playing 
into his hands . He gloats to Belford : 
Dost thou think that i f  i t  were not from the hope 
that this stupid family are a l l  combined to do my 
work for me , I would bear their insults? I s  it 
possible to imagine that I would be braved as I 
am braved , threatened as I am threatened, by 
those who are afraid to see me ; and by this 
brutal brother too, to whom I gave a 1 i f e  ( a  
l i f e ,  indeed , not worth my taking ! ) ,  had I not a 
greater pride in knowing that by means of his 
very spy upon me I am playing him o f f  as I 
please; cool i ng , or i n f laming , his violent 
passions , as may best suit my purposes ; 
permitting so much to be revealed of my l i f e  and 
action s ,  and intentions , as may g ive him such a 
confidence in h i s  double-faced agen t ,  as shall 
enable me to dance his employer upon my own 
wires? ( 144-4 5 ;  31* ) .  
The harshness and stupidity of the Harlowe fami l y  are 
Lovelace ' s  insurance that Clar issa will have no escape from 
Solmes but himsel f .  
One obvious reason for Lovelace ' s  struggle for control 
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of Clarissa i s  his desire to t r i umph over her brother 
James . To anger a foe or to soften a foe i s  a l l  the same 
to a man l i ke Lovel ace,  since both r.eactions would prove 
his power over the enemy. Here he tells Belford of his 
resolve to win over someone in the Harlowe fami l y :  
I have a great mind t o  cont r i ve a method to send 
James Harlowe to travel for improvement . Never 
was there booby- ' squire that more wanted i t .  
Contrive i t ,  did I say? I have a l ready contrived 
i t ,  could I but put it in execution wi thout being 
suspected to have a hand in i t .  This I am 
resolved upo n :  i f  I have not h i s  s i ster , I w i l l  
have him ( 147 : 31* } .  
Perhaps these stratagems against James are the best proof 
that Lovelace ' s  goal always goes beyond sex , which he 
employs as a means to an end 
much broader power . 
as a tool for achieving a 
Lovelace ' s  letter to Bel ford i n  which he describes his 
Rosebud g i ves much insight into Lovelace ' s  love of power 
and joy in playing the game . When Rosebud ' s  grandmother 
beseeches him to be merciful to the seventeen-year-old 
g i r l , Lovelace vows not to harm her and cautions Belford 
against doing what 
t e l l s  Belford that 
that pleases h i m :  
and many a pretty 
he w i l l  not permit himself to do . He 
it i s  the pleading by the grandmother 
"This is the right way with me . Many 
rogue had I spared, whom I did not 
spare,  had my power been acknowledged and my mercy been in 
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time implored" ( 16 2 :  34 ) .  Momentarily regretting the fact 
that he has not the innocent heart of Rosebud or her lover 
Johnny, Lovelace admits his nature and his natural tendency 
toward atti�udes o f  " the qua l i ty "  of his day : 
I have a confounded mischievous one -- by nature 
too , I think!  A good motion now and then rises 
from i t :  but i t  dies away presently -- a love of 
intrigue ! an invention for mischief ! a 
tri umph of subdu ing ! fortune encouraging and 
supporting ! and a consti tution What 
signif ies pal l iating? But I believe I had been a 
rogue had I been a plough-boy ( 1 63 : 34* ) .  
A foreshadowing of Lovelace ' s  tri umph over both 
Clar issa and James is obvious to the reader in Lovelace ' s  
great success in using Joseph Leman to orchestrate the 
family feud . He scoffs at how " the rascal " i s  confided i n  
by James and h i s  uncles , " yet proceeds a l l  the time b y  !!!Y. 
l i ne of direction" ( 164 : 3 5 ) ,  unseen by Clarissa but 
wa tchful of her every mot i on .  At least some of Clarissa ' s  
trouble with her brother and the others comes as a direct 
result of Leman ' s  l i es about her . Tongue-in-cheek , 
Lovelace shares the plan with his fel low rake : 
The dear creature has tempted him,  he told them , 
with a bribe ( which she never offered ) ,  to convey 
a letter ( wh i ch she never wrot e )  to Miss Howe; he 
believe s ,  with one enclosed ( perhaps to me) : but 
he decl ined i t :  and he begged they would take no 
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notice of i t  t o  her • • •  about an hour after,  a n  
order was g i ven h i m  t o  throw himself in her way ; 
and ( e xpressing his concern for denying her 
request ) to tender his service to her and to 
bring them her letter : which i t  w i l l  be proper 
for him to report that she has refused to g i ve 
him . Now seest thou not , how many good ends this 
contrivance answers? ( 16 4 ;  35 ) .  
By this compl icated intrigue , Lovelace hopes to plant 
enmity between the family and Clari ssa and to throw them 
off the scent as to her method of commun ication , thus 
protecting her garden privi leges so that she can continue 
to correspond with him and so that he wi l l  have access to 
confront her face to face in the rambling backyard . 
Lovelace ' s  plan for a meeting in the garden , aided by 
a key secured for him by the double-agent Leman, is 
carefully thought out . He chooses his soft side this time 
around to prove his power to move her and rehearses every 
step with Belford : 
But a l l  gentle shall be my movements : all  
respect ful , even to reverence , my address to her ! 
Her hand shall be the only wi tness to the 
pressure of my l i p  -- my trembling l i p :  I know it 
will  trembl e ,  if I do not bid it trembl e .  As 
soft my sighs as the sighs of my gentle Rosebud. 
By !!!Y humi l i ty wi l l  I invite her confi dence : the 
lone l i ness of the place shall g i ve me no 
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advantage : to diss ipate her fear s ,  and engage her 
reliance upon my honour for the future , shall be 
my whole endeavour : but l i t t l e  w i l l  I complain 
o f ,  not at a l l  will  I threaten those who are 
continually threatening me ( 165 ; 35*) . 
The reader knows from Clari ssa ' s  account of the garden 
meeting that Lovelace ' s  plans are , for the most part , 
successful . He outlines Clari ssa ' s  predicamen t :  the use 
of Solmes to avenge the loss of the grandfather ' s  property ; 
her family ' s  influence against her w i th Mrs . Howe : her 
brother ' s  use of her cousin Morden ' s  return as a means o f  
pressuring the family and,  in turn , Clarissa ; the loss o f  
her freedom, her servant and h e r  mamma ' s  favor . Clari ssa 
knows that these " f lagrant proofs" of her reduced status in 
the family are a l l  true.  
Clarissa comes off a very poor second in this part of 
round one with Lovel ace . She does not know her own 
fee l ings ; she w i l l  not face her real options unassisted; 
and she only vaguely suspects that her adversary i s  more 
than mildly artful . Therefore , the lover-1 ike encounter 
leaves her more pos i t ive in her atti tude toward Lovelace. 
Not yet ready to admit " throbs and glows , "  she does speak 
well of his command over his temper for her sake . Clari ssa 
points out to Anna where his enemies have been wrong : 
You see , my dear, he scruples not to speak of 
himse l f , as his enemies speak of him.  I can ' t  
say, but his openness in these par t i culars g i ves 
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a credit to his other professions • • •  we have heard 
that the man ' s  head is better. than his hear t :  but 
do you really think Mr . Lovelace can have a very 
bad heart? ( 1 6 9 ;  36* ) .  
Lovelace ' s  advantage , then, in the power struggle with 
Clarissa and with her brother as wel l ,  is in his superior 
knowledg e .  H e  knows himsel f ,  admitting every detail o f  h i s  
character and motives to his fel low rake and just enough i n  
b i t s  and pieces to Clarissa t o  intr igue her and tempt her 
to feel that he i s  not as black as her family paints him.  
More important l y ,  Lovelace knows Clari ssa . He  understands 
her misconceptions about her family member s ;  he even 
recogni zes her changeable attitude toward h i s  reputation , 
using the Rosebud incident skillfully to his own advantag e .  
The last and perhaps most tel 1 ing edge h e  holds i s  his 
correct appraisal of the Harlowe mindse t .  He counts on a l l  
o f  them , w i th the notable exception o f  Mrs .  Harlowe , to 
drive Clarissa into h i s  arms . Dismissing Clarissa ' s  "mere 
cradle-pr e j udices" ( 1 4 5 ;  3 1 * ) as an i n j ustice to him,  
Lovelace passes judgement on uncles , fathe r ,  brother and 
s i ster as people she would never have chosen had she had 
the opt ion. 
Probably the knowledge that aids Lovelace the most is 
his correct reading of Clarissa ' s  coward i c e .  H e  manages to 
abduct her , not because she secretly wants to go or is even 
talked into going , but because of the pure fr ight that 
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Lovelace brings upon her.  Although we have come to regard 
her as anything but spineless in her dea l i ngs with her 
fam i l y ,  she appears almost wishy-washy on the night that 
she has predetermined to be a dismissal scene . Bl ind to 
her abductor ' s  complex persona l i t y  as well as his complex 
plan of attack, Clarissa abandons in the space of less than 
thi rty minutes a l l  of the resolve that she has been 
bui ! d ing up over several months of confrontat ions . Her 
fear could be termed Clari ssa ' s  trag i c  flaw , since i t  
temporar i l y ,  but in a tremendously costly fashion , negates 
any small battles she has won thus f a r .  If the Clari ssa 
who has held her own ag ainst James J r .  and her absentee 
father had not resorted to panic in the f i nal garden scene , 
her eventual triumph could have come hundreds of pages 
sooner. 
The day after her f l i gh t  from Harlowe Place , Clarissa 
painstakingly recounts for Anna the deta i l s  of her meeting 
with Lovelace , only now beg inning to see that she is a 
victim of two overlapping schemes to make her desperate 
enough to run away , the one devised by her brother and 
s i ster and the other carefully crafted by the superior 
Lovelace. The rake knows full well Clarissa ' s  oblig ing 
temperament , knows that she will  inconvenience herself to 
gratify others. This i s  why she keeps her appointment with 
h i m .  H e  knows too the truth of his words to Clarissa early 
in their conversa t i o n :  
leave you ! To leave 
"By a l l  tha t ' s  sacred , 
you now i s  to lose you 
I w i l l  not 
for ever ! "  
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( 3 74 : 9 4 } . Determined not to lose this pivotal skirmish , 
Lovelace employs several milder weapons to get his way with 
her.  
Knowing that her feel i ng s  toward the squatty Solmes 
have not changed , Lovelace accuses Clarissa anyway of 
g i v ing in to her pushy sibl i ng s :  " I  see how i t  i s  • . •  what a 
severe fate i s  mine ! -- at length your spi rit is subdue d !  
Your brother and s i ster have prevai led : and I must g i ve 
up all  my hopes to a wretch so truly despicable " ( 37 5 : 
9 4 ) . When she conf es a es her plan to buy time with one 
small concession, Lovelace presents a strong argument that 
he knows will at least partially appeal to Clari ssa ' s  
prejudice against her brother . 
seemingly rea l i s t i c  pos e :  
Clarissa recalls his 
And then he enumerated the d i f ferent instances of 
the harsh treatment I had met with ; imputing all  
to the mal i c e  and caprice of a brother who set 
everybody against him:  and insi sting that I had 
no other way to effect a reconc i l i ation with my 
father and uncles than by putting myself out of 
the power of my brother ' s  inveterate ma l i ce ( 375 ; 
94* ) .  
A third course Lovelace explores is in the form o f  a 
threat : " My happines s ,  madam, both here and herea fter , and 
the safety of all  your implacable fam i l y ,  depend upon this 
moment" ( 37 6 :  9 4 ) . 
Never an easy adversary when matching wits with 
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Lovelace, Clari ssa i s  thus far able to stand her ground.  
Dismissing his last try at the worn-out threats he has been 
voicing since his duel with Jame s ,  Clarissa states her 
level of determination : "You shall not threaten me into a 
rashness that my heart condemns ? "  ( 37 6 :  94 ) .  She is 
prepared to walk away from him or to call for help and , 
ei ther way, to end their tug of war . I t  i s  again now or 
never. Lovelace must come up w i th a new guise . 
I t  i s  here that the reader sees f i rst hand Lovelace ' s  
superior knowledge of Clarissa and Clari ssa ' s  mere surface 
understanding of him.  He  takes her totally by surprise and 
introduces the emotion of terror within her when he 
suggests : 
I w i l l  attend you into the garden , and into the 
house, i f  I am not intercepted • • •  ! w i l l  face them 
al l :  but not as a revenger . . •  You shall see what I 
can further bear for your sake . And let us both 
see i f  expostulation,  and the behaviour of a 
gentleman to them , will  not procure me the 
treatment due to a gentl eman from them ( 37 7 ; 9 4 ) . 
This very convincing job of play-acting causes the a l ready 
nervous Clarissa to lose her emotional equi librium,  and she 
beg ins to weep, a d i stract ion that works right in with 
Lovelace ' s  plan. The reader sees through Clari ssa ' s  eyes 
how his ardor moves her to let down her guard : 
He threw himself upon his knees at my fee t .  Who 
can bea r ,  said h e ,  with an ardour that could not 
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be feigned, his own eyes g l istening , 
thought . . •  to behold such sweet emotion? 
as I 
Oh 
charmer of my heart . . .  command me with you , 
command me from you ; in every way I am all 
implicit obed ienc e !  ( 37 8 :  94 ) .  
Assured by his words that she i s  now in control , 
Clari ssa expostulates with Lovelace about whether or not 
Wednesday is the dreaded day they have both thought it to 
be.  When she expresses her grat itude for his acquiescence 
in honoring her wishes , Lovelace senses that it is time for 
his fool-proof , when-all-else-fails scene . Starting as if 
he had heard something and grabbing for his sword , he 
begins the well rehearsed last round of battle at Harlowe 
Place . Leman on the ins ide of the gate fol lows his 
instructions wel l ,  and Clari ssa i s  momentarily convinced 
her furious brother , her enraged s i ster , and her armed 
father are even now ready to burst through the door . What 
power she had over herself  is lost to Lovelace as she obeys 
his repeated command to f l y .  
I n  Clarissa ' s  own word s ,  the reader sees the result o f  
her shallow self-knowledg e .  Her voice , the mouthpiece o f  
her intell ect , ma intains her hard-fought stance of deni a l ;  
her feet , the vehicle o f  her emot ions , follow after the 
object of her hear t ,  the rake Love lace . Clarissa ' s  power 
is gone : her instinct takes over . It is her fear that 
brings about this dichotomy : 
Lovelace 
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I ran a s  fast as h e ,  yet knew not that I ran : my 
fears at the same time that they took all  power 
of thinking from me adding wings to my fee t :  my 
fears , which probably would not have suffered me 
to know what course to take , had I not had him to 
urge and draw me after him . . .  my voi c e ,  however, 
contradicting my action : crying , No , no , no , a l l  
the whi l e ,  strain ing my neck t o  look back a s  long 
as the walls of the garden and park were within 
sight { 38 0 :  94 ) .  
gains control of the three-way battle for 
Clari ssa ' s  person, if not her sou l ,  because o f  h i s  
accumulated knowledge of her and her fami l y .  This 
knowledge enables him to pull all the strings to get 
Clari ssa into the proper setting to be fr ightened into an 
almost accidental f l ight . Cynthia Gr i f f i n  Wol f f  correctly 
identif ies Lovelace ' s  use of knowledge as powe r :  " I n  a 
very real sense knowledge does become power for Lovelace as 
he manipulates the various characters in Clari ssa ' s  tragedy 
to suit his diabo l i cal fancy" { 1 09 ) .  
This is undoubtedly Lovelace ' s  greatest moment of 
power in the entire nove l .  Never again w i l l  h e  conquer 
Clarissa so completely wi thout the aid of drugs . I agree 
w i th Margaret Anne Dood y '  s strong emphas i s  on this scene 
outside the Harlowe wal l s : " The open doo r ,  and the key 
which Lovelace brand i shes , are symbo l s  of his rape of her . 
In a way , the rape has already been committed" ( 1 9 5 ) . 
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And now the reader must answer the question of "Who ' s  
in control ? " .  As the focus of power moves during the 
course of the novel , the power passes through the hands of 
several character s .  During Clarissa ' s  time at Harlowe 
Place the answer to the control issue is not even always 
the same . Because of Lovelace ' s  shadowy rol e ,  the reader 
most often feels that James and the Harlowe fami ly are 
ruling Clarissa. They at tempt to smother her desire to 
have a say in her own life by conf i ning her in smaller and 
smaller external surrounding s ,  but they never quite f i nd a 
small enough space to pinch the recesses of her sou l .  
Although outward c i rcumstances would point to their 
victory , they never succeed in their diabol ical plan to 
exchange the person Clarissa for money and power . The i r  
only success i s  in weakening Clarissa ' s  guard against 
Lovelace , thus pushing her into a vulnerable position with 
him.  
As the pages of the first installment pas s ,  there are 
more and more suggestions that Lovelace ' s  control i s  
growing . Through the double agent Leman and Lovelace ' s  own 
finesse as an actor, Lovelace edges ahead of James in power 
over Clarissa. Even though the would-be lovers are equa l l y  
matched in strength of character and loyalty t o  their 
separate codes, Lovelace finally overpowers Clari ssa too in 
their last garden meeting . Confident that he is the winner 
of this important round of confl ict , Lovelace carries his 
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victim away to London . He i s  blind , however , to the will  
of  iron that has been forged deep within Clari ssa through 
the f i res of her trials at home. 
Having lost control in their meeting in the garden and 
daily paying the price for that coward ice , Clari ssa very 
shor tly becomes a wiser adversary in the mostly word games 
that she and Lovelace play in London. Daily she is gaining 
forti tude against h i m ,  sometimes even emerging as the 
declared winne r .  Because o f  the fire scene , Lovelace 
succeeds in gett ing in Clar issa ' s  room to hold her half 
dressed in his arms . Later , however , he admits to Bel ford 
Clarissa ' s  inf luence on his plans when he " reti red l i ke a 
fool , a woman ' s  fool , as I was ! -- I sneakingly retired ! - ­
Couldst thou have believed i t ? "  ( 7 27 : 2 25 ) .  The rape 
itself i s  a hollow vi ctory for Lovelace and i s  fol lowed 
very qu ickly by the appearance of the truly adamant 
Clari ssa , the woman that has grown to maturity beneath the 
surface of outward c i rcumstances . When Clari ssa escapes 
him for good, she is stronger yet , this t ime facing the 
adversary of death w i th the same forti tude that she has 
learned from doing battle with her brother and Lovelace . 
Morris Golden characterizes Lovelace ' s  thirst for 
power when he describes his idea of triumph : " For complete 
triumph , then, his fantasies insist on the most powe rful 
enemy guarded by the most powerful externa l ,  social weapon" 
( 1 32 ) .  Clar issa , too , ul timately t r i umphs only when faced 
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with the most overwhelming circumstances . Her time at 
Harlowe Place builds her into the strong-willed woman we 
observe throughout the rest of the nove l .  
I f  Clari ssa must be vi ewed as a victim i n  the closing 
scene of Richardson ' s  f i rst instal lmen t ,  then there must be 
an inst rument by which she arri ves at the role of conqueror 
many pages later . This change i s  undoubtedly the result of 
a painstaking psycholog ical struggle that takes place 
inside Clarissa over the several months between her exit 
from Harlowe Place 
Sinclai r .  Because 
and the rape at the home of Mrs . 
it could very well be the subject of 
another complete thes is , I w i l l  only touch on that struggle 
here in pass ing . Clarissa ' s  psycholog ical struggle is most 
impor tantly a struggle for knowledge about hersel f ,  
about her adversary Love lace,  and even about her now absent 
family members . I t  is also a struggle between Clar issa ' s  
ideal picture of her relationships and the untouched 
photographs of the real world she is so abruptly thrust 
into. Once she arrives at the point of knowing herself and 
Lovelace shortly after the rape takes Place , then Clarissa 
can draw on all the strength of w i l l  that she has built up 
over the days and weeks of warfare at home . 
Both Lovelace and Clari ssa recog n i ze her superior 
strength in their first meeting after the rape . Lovelace 
prefaces his recital of the happenings to Belford with a 
weak disclaimer from a soundly whipped foe : "Never blame 
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me for g i ving way to have art used with this admirable 
creature . All  the princes of the a i r ,  or beneath i t ,  
join ing w i th me , could never have subdued her wh ile she had 
her senses " ( 899 : 263* ) .  After Lovelace ' s  at tempts to make 
amends , Clarissa ' s  answer reflects the long-fought battle 
that has ga ined her the knowledge she could not grasp in 
the unreal world of Harlowe Place : 
Amends ! Oh thou truly despicable wretch ! 
Then , l i fting up her eyes -- Good Heaven ! who 
shal l  pity the creature who could fall by so base 
a mind 1 Yet • . .  yet I hate thee not , base and 
low-souled as thou a r t !  half so much a s  I hate 
myself , that I saw thee not sooner in they proper 
colours ! that I hoped e i ther mora l i t y ,  
gratitud e ,  o r  humanity from a l ibertine, who, to 
be a l i bertine , must have got over and defied all 
moral sanctions ( 90 1 : 263* ) .  
Late r ,  as Clari ssa prepares for the phys ical death 
that she has wil led after her final escape from Lovelace , 
she explains to the Harlowe family minister her position of 
absolute ascendance over Lovelace: 
I bless God , 
not hurt my 
it has not tai nted my mind : i t  has 
morals • . .  No vile courses have 
The evil is 
from him. I 
fol lowed i t .  My will  i s  unviolated . 
merely personal • • •  ! have escaped 
have renounced him.  
have loved , I have 
The man whom once I could 
been enabled to despise 
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( 1 254;  428* ) .  
The same idea of Clarissa ' s  total triumph can be read in 
Lovelace ' s  words to Belford the day before her death : 
I f  I can but re-obtai n  her favour, then indeed 
w i l l  l i f e  be l i fe to me -- The world never saw 
such an husband as I w i l l  make . I will have no 
will but her s ;  she sha l l  conduct me in all my 
steps : she sh al 1 open and di re ct my prospects , 
and turn every motion o f  my heart , as she 
pleases ( 1 344 ; 470* ) .  
Once Clarissa has gained the proper knowledg e ,  
especially about her constantly clever abductor , she can 
combine it with her powerful w i l l  to emerge unbeatable. 
The seeds of her f i nal superiority have been planted deeply 
during the most d i f f i cult days of her entire yea r ,  those 
spent as a prisoner among her beloved fam i l y ;  and they 
blossom for Lovelace to witness in the second installment 
and for the rest of her world in the last . 
Final l y ,  I concur with Frederick R .  Karl ' s  judgement 
when he proclaims Clari ssa the undisputed winner in the 
long-term power struggle that covers the entire one m i l l ion 
words of Clari ssa : 
She is adamant itself • • .  she has the w i l l fulness 
of the 
egoti stic 
excellent 
predator and the stubbornness of the 
[ s i c ] .  In this respect , she i s  an 
foil for Lovelace,  for i f  she makes 
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herself unconquerable , h e  is the male who must 
always conquer. She is truly 
objec t ,  while he is only 
irresistible force ( 123 ) .  
the immovable 
seemingly the 
Because of this immovab i l i t y ,  Clarissa can take on her whole 
fami l y ,  Lovelace, the society of her day ,  even death and be 
the victor . Her own w i l l  i s  the master instrument in 
controlling her dest iny . 
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Notes 
1A l l  quotations from Clari ssa in this thes is are from 
the first ed i t i on of Richardson ' s  nove l ,  first published in 
1747-48. I read the Vi king Penguin edition published in 
1985 and edited by Angus Ros s .  Quotations fol lowed by an 
asterisk ( * )  are found in this unabridged version but not 
i n  the popular abridged version by George Sherburn. 
2clari ssa ' s  grandfathe r ,  in order to have her with him 
as often as possible , erected a dai ry-house in Clarissa ' s  
own taste. It was so much admired for i ts simpl i c i ty and 
convenience that the whole sea t ,  before called The Grove , 
was generally known now by the name of The Dairy-hous e .  It 
was the grandfather ' s  wish to have it so.  
3c1ar issa speaks of slavery several places earl ier in 
the text . The most notable instance is i n  a conversation 
with her mothe r :  " Al though I am to be treated by my 
brother and, through h i s  instigation s ,  by my papa , as a 
slave i n  this poi n t ,  and not as a daughter,  yet my mind is 
not that of a slave.  You have not brought me up to be 
mean" ( 1 1 1 :  20* ) .  
4conversations between Clarissa and her mother are 
treated in detail in letters 16-21 in the unabridged 
vers ion . Much of this material is not found in the 
abridged vers ion , with letter 18 being left out completely 
and also with whole pages of important dia logue being 
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Notes--continued 
omitted al togethe r .  
5For a thorough treatment of the subject of sexua l i ty 
in Clari ssa , see Sue Warrick Doederlein ' s  " C lar issa in the 
Hands of the Critics"  ( Eighteenth Century Studies ) .  She 
refers to nearly s i xty sources in treating this issue and 
related ones . 
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